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Abstract: Sleep profiles are considered a valuable
diagnostic tool for many kinds of disorders. Since its
creation is very time consuming, needs highly skilled
personnel, and depends on a complicated and subjective

pattern recognition taslg it is very hard to realize in
standard software. Artificial Neural Networks provide a
very flexible tool for the software implementation of an
automated sleep stage detection device which can
produce a sleep profile online with an accuracy of more
than 80oÄ. A first version of an automatic REM sleep
predictor is already used in clinical practice within the
sleep laboratory at the University of Mainz.

classes.

After that a second network level is used to classiff the

time trajectories provided by the time independent
classification in the first net. The networks under
consideration either use feedback to certain neurons, which
serve as 'ostates" within the net, or they process a whole
trajectory of fixed size. The training in these nets is done in

INTRODUCTION
Considerable effort is needed to create a sleep profile

from EEG, EOG and EMG data according to

the
conventional Rechtschaffen and Kales scoring procedure
[4]. Recently several affempts have been made to achieve an
automatic sleep staging using statistical methods and neural
networks ll, 2, 5] with some emphasis on the question,

whether the sleep stage detection is possible from the EEG
only. An average rate of 89% correctly classified REM vs.
non-REM sleep could be achieved in [] and an overall
correct classification of sleep stages of almost 80% was
given in t2]. These results were produced on the input of 20
second EEG-epochs in a feed forward neural network
without using any time information other than provided by
the classical FFT.

The present investigation aims on the improvements
obtainable by taking into account the time information
contained in the EEG-signal. It also intends to show, which
kinds of preprocessing schemes and types of neural
networks perform best in this particular classification task.

Finally this study gives

The networks used are combinations of two different
neural networks referred to as two levels of networks. The
fust level is used to construct an autonomous classification
of single epochs without reference to the development in
time or to standard Rechtschaffen and Kales classes. This
net is frained in self organized rnanner and is used to accept
a sequence ofepochs producing a sequence ofclasses - the
corresponding time frajectory in the space of autonomous

a hint, how a

sleep

a supervised manner.

For visualization purposes we mostly use a Kohonen
Feature Map (KFM) as the autonomous classificator,
however also a Multi Layer Percepffon (MLP) can be used
with a self organized variant of the back propagation
algorithm. In this particular variant the output neurons of
the network are considered to be indicators of the classes.
Each input produces some output, whose elror is defrned to
be the least distance to one of the desired outputs with only
a single neuron being active, there is no external teacher,
who prescribes a certain neuron to be active on a particular
input.

As the second level network we rnainly use MLPs with
additional feedback to distinguished state-neurons (Jordantype nets) or without any feedback, all trained with the
backpropagation algorithm. In Jordan-type networks the
backward connections to the state neurons are "hardwired",
i.e. they stay constant so their weights are not affected by
the training.

stage

classification scheme beyond Rechtschaffen and Kales may
be obtained and might look like.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

MATERIAL AND METHODS

the above

Incorporating the time information into the processing in
described manner shows a significant

improvement
For the computer experiments in this study the raw EEG
signal of whole night recordings of 7 healthy young subjects

is used, a scoring according to the

Rechtschaffen-Kales

standard is available for training and validation purposes.
The data are not preprocessed, since different preprocessing
methods and neural net paradigms were to be tested and
compared during the experiments. In order to obtain an inter
individual classification scheme only 4 of the 7 subjects are
used for training purposes and the remaining 3 subjects
provide the data for validation.
The preprocessing schemes under consideration are
mainly FFTs taken with sliding or disjoint time windows
(epochs) of varying sizes.

of the classification

performance

of the

system to well over 80olo. The quest for an even higher
recognition rate does not make much sense, since also the
congruence between different expert rators does not range
higher than aboutS0%.
Using the autonomous classification of the first level we
are able to see, which epochs are classified without any

uncertainty, ffid which classifications of the net are
somewhat doubtful. The profiles produced by the network
can be marked at the doubtful points, so that, if necessary
an expert rator can double-check and correct the rating at
those points.

A second benefit of the autonomous classification is the
ability to identiff some sleep-stages pre onset with a high
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accuracy. This allows to use the system as a prognosis
instrument. A first prototype for the REM-sleep prognosis
(pre onset detection) is installed at the sleep laboratory at
the university hospital in Mattrz (Germany) and is being
tested under conditions of the clinical routine.
The automatic classification system based on this two
level neural network combination runs fast enough to be

[5] S.Roberts, L.Tarassenko, "A new method of automated
sleep quantification," Med. Biol. Eng. Comput., vol. 30 ,
pp. 509-5

17

, 1992.

used as an online classification system on a PC-based
Computer system. The training however can only be
performed off-line on a high level workstation because of
the large number of items in a training lesson and the high
number of lesson repetitions. Development and training of
the nets is done within the framework of the experimental
shell N2E4, which is being developed at the University of
Kassel [3] mainly for EEG-investigation purposes.
CONCLUSION

The results obtained show, that an automatic device
based on neural networks can be used to produce an online
sleep profile at an accuracy of more than 80% from the
EEG only. So far this software has only been tested on
young healthy subjects. Further investigations have to be
made for subjects of different ages and also for patients
with different sleep-disturbances. It is also desirable to
extend the standard scoring scheme of Rechtschaffen and
Kales further to have a distinction between the different
phases within the same stage, in particular to detect the
change ofsleep stages pre onset forprognosis purposes.
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